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WINE STORAGE POSSIBILITIES 
(continued from page I) 

Walk-in wine cellars today are insulated and climate controlled, which makes it possible 

for them to be located above ground if preferred. Wine cellars are fitted with numerous 

wooden floor-to-ceiling wine racks that hold extensive prized collections of valuable wine. 

Wine cellars usually include an electronic inventory-management system to make sure the 

wine is enjoyed at the optimal time. 

Having an elaborate and expensive wine cellar is not always an option for today's 

homeowners, nor does it always fit their busy lifestyles. Not everyone is an expert wine 

connoisseur who spends many hours researching and purchasing an extensive collection 

of premium vintage wines. Many people simply enjoy relaxing with friends and several 

bottles of excellent quality wine they bought from a local wine shop or vineyard. 

Fortunately, there are other storage possibilities available. 

Decorative wooden wine racks are often put to use by homeowners who slip their extra 

unopened bottles into an open rack in their kitchen without realizing the risk. This type of 

wine rack can expose the wine bottles on a daily basis to heat from the oven or stove, as 

well as direct sunlight streaming through the kitchen windows. The original quality of the 

wine will suffer. 

Wine cabinets are a great solution for homeowners today, since they provide excellent 

long-term accessible storage for fine wines at a more affordable price than a walk-in wine 

cellar. Wine cabinets are insulated and their cooling systems maintain the temperature 

between 55 to 60 degrees. They are free of vibrations, provide low light and ideal humidity 

so they may be used for aging fine wines for several years. A lovely free-standing, 

furniturelook wine cabinet made from wood creates an attractive focal point in a home. 

Wine coolers come in many different sizes, from small under counter units that may hold 

less than 10 bottles to large free-standing units with a 300-plus bottle capacity. Their 

interior racks slide out, providing easy access to each wine bottle. Wine coolers usually 

have separate temperature areas for storing different types of wine at the proper serving 

temperatures. Most wine coolers are designed to display the bottles through tinted glass 

doors that include a UV layer of protection. Wine coolers are very versatile since they can 

be installed almost anywhere in the home. Typical locations include the kitchen/dining 

area, master bedroom, or even an outdoor living space-as long as the wine cooler is 

specifically designed to withstand the elements. 


